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Energy is one of the most valuable and scarce resources available to humanity, a significant portion of which is now
being consumed to power up computers and their accessories. In particular, high-performance parallel and distributed computing systems, including data centers, supercomputers, clusters, real-time systems, embedded architectures, and grids not only consume considerable amounts of power but also require extensive air-conditioning. The
explosive growth in computing is leading to rapidly increasing consumption of precious natural resources such as oil
and coal, strengthening the looming danger of an energy shortage. The conversion of these resources to electricity
results in carbon emissions that can negatively affect the environment, a threat that is continually escalating. However, energy saving usually comes at the expense of performance. Energy-aware “green” computing requires a comprehensive and multi-disciplinary approach that involves myriad research challenges. In this talk, we present our research activities pertaining to various aspect of energy and performance optimization in parallel computing environments. We propose multi-objective optimized scheduling algorithms and tools that can save energy while ensuring
performance. We propose game theory and evolutionary computing based scheduling algorithms that simultaneously
optimize energy and quality of service. Our optimization techniques not only yield efficient solutions for this problem
with low overhead, but are also flexible to self-tune for accommodating various problem scenarios and management
policies.
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